This declaration of conformity is issued under the sole responsibility of the manufacturer

ABB BV (NL registration: KVK24000504-000024411612)
Product Group EV Charging Infrastructure,
George Hintzenweg 81
3068 AX, Rotterdam
The Netherlands

Object of declaration

HVC-PU Opportunity E-bus Charging Station
Type: HVC PU

The object of the declaration described above is in conformity with the relevant Community harmonization legislation
EU Directive 2014/53/EU

An adequate level of electromagnetic compatibility referred to Art.3 No. 1 Lit. (b) 2014/ 53/ EU is assured by the compliance with the applicable parts of the following harmonized European standards according to 2014/ 30/ EU:

- EN 61000-6-1 (2007)
- EN 61000-6-2 (2005)

The protection of health and safety referred to Art. 3 No. 1 Lit. (a) 2014/ 53/ EU is assured by the compliance with the applicable parts of the following harmonized European standards according to 2014/ 35/ EU:

- EN 61851-1 (2011)
- EN 61851-23 (2014)

Regulation EU No. 305/2011/ EU referring to the Construction:


Year of the first CE-marking: 2020

Signed for and on behalf of
ABB BV, Product Group EV Charging Infrastructure, Rotterdam, 04.09.2020

Giovanni Frassineti
Product Group Manager EV Infrastructure

Octavian Craciun
Global R&D manager EV Infrastructure

ABB

This Declaration of Conformity is not valid any longer, in case, without any written authorization by ABB BV:

- The product is modified, supplemented or changed in any other way;
- Components, which are not part of the accessories kit, if any, are integrated in the product;
- The product is used or installed improperly.
- The last two digit of the year in which the CE Marking was affixed for the first time: 16.